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Summarize your understanding of each paragraph. 

For the purposes of this topic, students need to recall five types of 
reactions: combination, decomposition, substitution, double-
substitution, and combustion.  In our textbook and other sources, 
the expression “displacement” is used rather than “substitution.” 

There are many alternative ways to classify reactions. Most 
classification methods are similar, however. An important distinction 
in addition to the list provided above is “precipitation reaction” vs. 
“acid-base reaction” –  each, a subcategory of double-replacement. 

Three of the five categories listed in the first paragraph can 
additionally be described as “Oxidation-Reduction” reactions. 
Sometimes this is shortened to the expression of “Redox.” in a redox 
reaction, one species is reduced and another is oxidized. 

Reduction involves a gain of electrons and oxidation involves a loss,  
so a redox reaction is one in which electrons are transferred between 
species. (Note, the word “oxidation” is not the same as the word 
“oxygen” – a potentially confusing expression to students.) 
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1. Read the passage.  
2. Underline key expressions in each sentence. 
3. Re-write each word (or expression) you underlined. 
4. Summarize the passage. 
 

Read/Summarize Text 

Organic Reactions 

Using a complete sentence, summarize or rephrase the passage 

Re-write words you underlined 

NOTE: Organic reactions occur between organic molecules 
(molecules containing carbon and hydrogen). Since there is a virtually 
unlimited number of organic molecules, the scope of organic 
reactions is very large. However, many of the characteristics of 
organic molecules are determined by functional groups—small groups 
of atoms that react in predictable ways.  Another key concept in 
organic reactions is Lewis basicity. Parts of organic molecules can be 
electrophillic (electron-loving) or nucleophillic (nucleus, or positive 
loving). Nucleophillic regions have an excess of electrons—they act as 
Lewis bases—whereas electrophillic areas are electron deficient and 
act as Lewis acids. The nucleophillic and electrophillic regions attract 
and react with each other. Organic reactions are beyond the scope of 
this topic, and are covered in more detail in Organic Chemistry. 
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Read Text for Comprehension 
Read this article for deeper understanding.  No summary is required, 
although you may want to circle, underline, or mark key ideas and words.   
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Copy and Label the Illustration in the Space Provided 

Draw Illustration 

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/General_Chemistry/Types_of_chemical_reactions 

See previous page … 

Redox 
types 
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Copy and Label the Illustration in the Space Provided 

Draw Illustration 
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Instructions 

Show-Off Your Smarts! 

• Complete as an individual or small group. 
• Discuss your ideas/answers/responses in a small group. 
• Select one person to present your responses to the class. 

Q1. How can this information be applied to a young-person’s life? 
 
 

 
Q2. How does this information apply to (or impact) communities? 
 
 
 
Q3. When do scientists need to apply this information? How? 
 
 
 
Q4. How would a person from 100 years ago view this information? 
 
 
 
Q5. How does this topic connect to other science topics or math? 
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Write down at least three words introduced or covered by this topic. 



In the space provided here, create/draw a poster which conveys the 
concepts you have learned on this topic. 

Make a Poster 


